This map was developed as part of the Comprehensive Statewide Forest Inventory Analysis and Study (CSFIAS) initiated by the State of Florida.

This map depicts the availability of non-reserved hardwood and cypress sawtimber (≥ 11.0" DBH) as indicated by the difference between 2013 annual net growth and 2013 estimated demand. Non-reserved timber is total timber minus reserved timber based on ownership class and forest type. Availability data layer is based on 2009-2013 Forest Land Cover, 1971-2013 Stand Age, and 2013 Stand Origin outputs and analyses, and the State-wide Primary Wood Using Mills data and data from BioResource Mgmt, Inc.

Photo Science and the Florida Dept. of Agriculture and Consumer Services make no warranties, representations or guarantees, either expressed or implied, as to the completeness, accuracy or correctness of the data, nor accept or assume any liability arising from or for any incorrect, incomplete or misleading data provided pursuant to this request.
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